CU Staff Welcome Centre

CU Point is here also for staff coming to Charles University from abroad. We shall help all who intend to stay for longer than three months with the preparation of their visa documents prior to their scheduled arrival, we shall attend to insurance arrangements, help with opening a bank account and also with temporary accommodation and finding a school for their children.

The CU Staff Welcome Centre cooperates closely with the individual faculties. If you are expecting the arrival of a foreign colleague, please let us know well in advance to give us enough time to complete all the necessary formalities and make the arrangements for them to be able to enjoy a smooth start at our university.

The goal of the Staff Welcome Centre is to ensure that all incoming academics and researchers as well as their families have the easiest possible start in a foreign country. We provide our co-workers with counselling and give them a helping hand in the agenda of employing foreigners.
Your future or current foreign colleague can find all necessary information regarding moving and stay in a foreign country on the CU Staff Welcome Centre website. Visit us here.

CONTACT
Web: swc.cuni.cz
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